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Stefano Mascagno, son of the celebrated dancer and Bal let-

Master, Ernesto Mascagno, received his early training under the

tuition of his father—but later finding it impossible to give his son

the proper amount of time and attention, while filling the exacting

demands of his own brilliant and successful career, Ernesto Mas-

cagno decided to place his son in charge of his contemporary,

Aniello Ammaturo, whom he judged the only one competent to de-

velop and complete the wonderful foundation which he had given his

son. Let it be stated that Aniello Ammaturo was the only rival

ever admitted by Ernesto Mascagno.

In spite of the natural feeling of professional jealousy existing,

however, he, for the sake of true art and in order to let nothing

interfere with the career of his promising son, setting aside his own

pride, went to Ammaturo and asked for the privilege of placing

his son under his tuition.

It was only after several examinations that Ammaturo, who had

already given one great dancer, Nicola Guerra to the world, decided

that Mascagno, Jr. was promising enough to receive under his tuition.

It was on the dark dismantled stage of the old San Carlo, in

Naples, Italy, that most of the lessons took place. Lessons consist-

ing of three or four hours daily of most strenuous and exacting

exercises and severe criticism.

After seven years of study it was decided that young Mascagno,

better known as "the son of Mascagno" be allowed to make his

debut'.

As only the most renowned and experienced artists were ever

engaged at the San Carlo, it is wonderful to note that this boy of

only 17 should be allowed the privilege of making his debut in this,

one of the most celebrated theaters in the world. However, this

was not accomplished without opposition as the Prima Ballerina,

Antoinetta Bella, then a Star for more than twenty years, knowing

of his youth refused to appear with him. After seeing some of the

boy's work however, her objections vanished, and the debut' was

accomplished with great success.
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This was in 1895. The next year Mr. Mascagno was en-

gaged at the Regio Teatro, Turin, and in 1897 began a tour of

Russia under the management of Mr. Mamentoff, which met with

success everywhere. At the inauguration of the Municiple Theatre

at Niyni Nougorod, Mr. Mascagno had the honor of dancing before

the ex-Czar.

In 1899 Mr. Mascagno was engaged for the first time at La
Scala, Milan, another of the world's most famous theaters.

In 1900 and 1901 he made his second appearance at the San

Carlo, Naples, where he remained another Season, making three

Seasons in all at San Carlo, an unusual record.

At Brescia in 1903 he was engaged as Ballet Director and

Premier Danseur reproducing the ballet, "The Dance of the Hours,"

in the opera Giaconda, at the Municiple Theater.

During the following year, 1904, occurred the second appear-

ance of Mr. Mascagno at La Scala, Milan.

In 1905 Mr. Mascagno came to the United States. From that

time until the opening of his school in 1915 his time was divided

between United States, South America, Mexico and Cuba.

It was through the eyes of his English American wife that

Mr. Mascagno first saw the need of a real Ballet-School in this

country, and together, they have established a school combining the

old reliable methods of his early training and the American spirit

of enterprise and progress which insures advancement as rapidly

as is consistent with thoroughness and finish.

It is the ambition of Mme. and Sr. Mascagno to prove, that

with proper instruction, America can produce some of the fore-

most dancers of the world, and to correct the mistaken idea that

she does not appreciate real art. America needs only to be awakened.
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PREFACE

The following notes have been compiled by Mme. Josephine

Mascagno for the use of pupils of the Mascagno School of Danc-

ing, to serve solely as reminders of routine and execution as studied

under STEFANO MASCAGNO, in connection with the Normal
Courses and the earlier training for professional students. Its con-

tents will in no way teach the reader to dance. Dancing, which is

an imitative art, can be taught only by actual demonstration and
personal criticism. Nor has any attempt been made to define or

even mention all of the exercises or combinations given in the dif-

ferent classes.

Only the most essential exercises and the combinations most
frequently used are here given.

The advantage in studying and teaching technique lies in the

fact that it is something permanent, not constantly changing with

the whim of each season. The fundamental bar exercises—port-de-

bras, etc.—once mastered, will ALWAYS be of use. The funda-

mentals of ballet technique always have and always will be prac-

tically the same.

Of course, those who are ambitious and understand the value of

having a little knowledge in reserve, can study on and on, constantly

progressing and keeping more or less in advance of their pupils.

For the sake of variety new combinations and exhibition dances

may be given each season. Such variety is necessary to stimulate

the interest of the pupil and will be of great value to the teacher.

The average student has little conception of the importance
of the study of TECHNIQUE, THE FOUNDATION OF ALL DANC-
ING, NO MATTER HOW SIMPLE.

The prevailing idea among American teachers seems to be that

technique is a subject too difficult for use in children's or beginners'

classes, when, in reality, TECHNIQUE IS THE VERITABLE "A
B C" OF DANCING.

In the ballet classes of Europe the child of five is given the

technical exercises exactly the same as older members of the class.
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Technique teaches bodily control, rhythm in music, mental

concentration, agility, grace (either soft or brilliant), muscular

strength, and even respiratory control.

CORRECT toe dancing, the height of all artistic achievement,

is only a natural result of the study of technical exercises, each one

of which has its special function toward the accomplishment of

toe dancing, which is mefrely the result of correct technical study.

An important factor in accomplishing this work is mental

capacity. It seems surprising to many to learn that dancing is

anything more than a physical exercise. There is a logical reason

for every exercise or combination. The object of many of the

more complicated combinations being solely for the purpose of

quickening the working of the mind so that it keeps pace with

the execution of the feet, in fact it must travel a little ahead, as

each change must be registered in the mind BEFORE it can be

executed.

PROPER TECHNICAL EXERCISE PROMOTES NOT ONLY
PHYSICAL BUT ALSO MENTAL DEVELOPMENT.

Among some there seems to be a feeling that technical study

is of use only to those who have theatrical aspirations. What a

mistake!

A correct and thorough understanding of a subjeect should

not in any way interfere with the modest, dignified or refined man-
ner so valuable an asset to the instructor, but should in most cases

give its possessor an air of assurance—a professional air, yes

—

but not necessarily a theatrical one.

From the age of five or six there is no reason why children

should not be given the technical exercises in dancing, just as

they are taught the A-B-C's in learning to read. Without a com-
plete knowledge of technique how is it possible to impart it to

others!
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BAR EXERCISES
(See Music Book)

The exercises at the bar are the most important of all the

exercises, the correct execution of which is the foundation of all

technical study. Each exercise has special very important func-

tions of its own, too numerous to mention except in a general way.

Music for the bar and centre exercises, the port-de-bras, and

some of the Adagio and Allegro exercises, also the series of cour-

tesies at the close of the lesson, is on sale in book form at $2.50

each, by mail $2.75.

Music and notes for all exhibition dances given in Normal

classes, also others, are on sale at $1.00 each. They will be sold,

however, to pupils of the Mascagno School only.
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FIVE POSITIONS OF THE FEET

First.—Both feet in horizontal line heels touching.

Second.—Both feet in horizontal line heels well apart.

Third.—Right heel touching middle of left foot (front).

Fourth.—Right heel in front or back of middle of left foot—feet well apart.

Fifth.—Right heel touching left toe in horizontal line as near as possible,

either front or back.

Note.—Weight may be on either or both feet.

FIVE POSITIONS OF THE ARMS

First.—Both arms raised in front between the waist line and level of shoulders

—hands meeting.

Second.—Both arms raised to sides—a little below level of shoulders.

Third.—Right arm in 2nd—left arm raised above head a little in front.

Fourth.—Left arm extended backward lower than 2nd—right arm moves
front on level with shoulder both elbows straight.

Fifth.—High—Both arms raised above head, hands meeting. Low—Both arms
lowered below waist, hands meeting.

Demi-position.—Both arms extended to the same side, a little below the level

of the shoulder. When right foot is front the arms are extended
to left and vice versa.

Note.—All arm positions just described are executed with feet in 5th

position. Right foot front—the reverse when left foot is in front.

Note.—Unless otherwise stated each exercise starts in 5th position: Right
foot front of left; left hand on bar and right arm in low 5th, back well

arched and head slightly inclined over right shoulder. Each bar exercise fin-

ishes in 5th front or back, as designated. Right arm in low 5th and is exe-

cuted first with right foot and then the left.

The expression "pointe" is used when the toe remains on floor.

The expression "en lair" is used when the foot is lifted from floor.

Par terre—on the floor.

Plie—a bending of the knees.

An incavation is a circular movement of the leg en l'air from 4th posi-

tion, either forward or backward in half circle, knees straight.

E'leve is a rising to the ball or toe, either of both or of one foot.

NO. 1

Battements (with plie in 2nd)

(See Music Book)

A—Two b a t t e-

ments pointe

(first in front

each time)

Pass right to 2nd pointe and back to 5th front (1st count).
Pass right to 2nd pointe and back to 5th back (2nd count).
Right arm in 2nd throughout.

Accent in music is on 1 and 2 each time the right foot

goes back to 5th.

B—Slide right to 2nd and plie twice.

Right arm moves from 2nd through low 1st back to 2nd with each plie.
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Repeat all 4 times.

On 1st chord of music, raise heel of right foot remaining

Finish- i
in 2nd'

On 2nd chord of music, place right foot in 5th front and
lower right arm to 5th.

Note.—After the student has acquired the habit of pointing the toe down,
he may be allowed to raise the foot slightly when in 2nd.

NO. 2

Grands Battements

Raise right foot to 4th (en l'air) front then lower to 5th front (8 times).

Raise right foot to 2nd (en Fair) and then lower to 5th front and back,
alternating (8 times).

Raise right foot from 5th back to 4th (en Fair) then lower to 5th (8
times).

Note—When battements are correctly executed the foot sweeps the floor

each time it leaves or returns. Both knees remain straight throughout.

NO. 3

Battements (in 2nd with incavation)

(See Music Book)

A—2 battements pointe (first back).
1 incavation from front to back.

B—2. battements pointe (first front).

1 incavation from back to front.

Repeat A and B.

NO. 4

Battements (Pointe)
(See Music Book)

A—Right arm in 2nd—slide right foot to 2nd and back to 5th alternating
front and back, keeping toe of right foot on floor in 2nd, whole foot on
floor when in 5th (16 times).

B—Same as A with toe of right foot slightly raised when in 2nd (to fast
tempo) 15 times.

Finish—Grand battement on 16th count placing right foot in 5th back.

NO. 5
Ronds De Jambe Par Terre and En L'Aire

(See Music Book)

'Pass right foot to 4th pointe front, left knee bent, right
arm to 1st (1st count).

Pass to 2nd pointe, left knee straight, right arm to 2nd
(2nd count)

.

A—From 2nd pointe move right foot backward with circular movement pass-
ing through 1st, back to 2nd (16 times).

This is called an OUTSIDE rond de jambe (par terre).
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Finish

—

Prep.—

B—Incavation backward, passing right foot through 1st back to 2nd (16

times), finishing with right foot in 5th front, right arm in low fifth.

This is called an OUTSIDE rond de jambe (en l'air).

Slide right foot to 4th pointe front, left knee bent right

arm 1st front, left knee bent (1st count).

Slide right foot backward through 2nd to 4th pointe back
making half circle.

Left knee remains bent right arm moves to 2nd palm down
(2nd count).

Pass right foot to 5th back—lower right arm to low 5th

and straighten left knee (3rd count).

Pass right foot to 4th pointe back raise right arm to 1st

front, bend left knee (1st count).

Pass right foot to 2nd pointe—right artm to 2nd and
straighten knee (2nd count).

Proceed as in A making circular movement forward instead of backward
(16 times).

This is called an INSIDE rond de jambe (par terre).

-Proceed as in B making incavation forward instead of backward and fin-

ishing on 16th count with right foot in 5th back, right arm in low 5th.

This is called an INSIDE rond de jambe (en l'air).

Slide right foot to 4th pointe back right arm to 1st

front left knee bent (1st count).

Pass right foot forward through 2nd to 4th pointe front

making half circle.

Left knee remains bent right arm moves to 2nd palm
down, body inclined to right (2nd count).

Pass right foot to 5th front lower right arm to low 5th

and straighten left knee (third count).

Note.—In each of the four kinds of rond de jambe special care should
be taken to place whole foot on floor in passing through 1st. After passing
to 4th either front or back the right knee must bend decidedly.

D

Finish

—

NO. 6
Battements Sur Le Cou De Pieds (Ankle Battements)

(See Music Book)

Place right foot on left ankle (front).

Prep.

—

Raise right arm to 2nd.

s First chord of music.

A—Extend right foot to 2nd (en l'air) and back to 5th, front and back
(alternating) 1 count (8 times).

B—Raise on ball of left foot and repeat to faster tempo (8 times).

Right foot on left ankle (front). Raise right foot to left

knee (front).

Raise right arm to high 5th remaining on ball of left

foot and look up at right hand.
Lower right foot to 5th front and right arm to low 5th

(last 4 meas. of music).

Note.—When properly executed the right foot makes a slapping sound

each time it comes in contact with the left ankle.

Finish

—
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NO. 7

Petits Battements

(Sec Music Book)

Prep.—Same as in exercise VI.

A—Pass right foot BACK and front of left ankle (alternating) keeping right

foot close as possible to left ankle with only slight extension in 2nd.

B—Raise to ball of left foot and repeat A to fast tempo finishing right foot

on left ankle front.

Note.—These battements are executed quickly as possible, so cannot be
counted, and when correctly executed are accompanied by a swishing sound
as right foot brushes left leg.

A—Remain on ball of left foot raise right foot in front

of left knee right knee bent.

Raise right arm to 1st.

B—Pass right foot to 4th back en 1'aire (knee remaining
bent and well open).
Raise right arm to high 5th and look at right hand.

Finish— B IS CALLED AN ATTITUDE POSITION.

C—Remain on ball of left foot right foot 4th back and
slowly straighten right knee.

Pass right arm through 1st to 2nd.

C IS CALLED A 3RD ARABESQUE.
D—Lower right foot to 5th back—lower right arm to low

5th.

NO. 8

Grands Ronds De Jambe
(See Music Book)

Bend left knee, raise right foot to 4th (en l'air) front,

raise right arm to 1st (1st count).

Straighten knee—pass right foot to 2nd—right arm to

L 2nd (2nd count).

A—Pass right foot backward, through 1st and back to 2nd making a back-
ward incavation (16 times).

This is called a Grand rond de jambe (OUTSIDE).
Raise to ball of left foot and repeat (15 times). (Fast tempo.)

Finish—Grand battement in 2nd on (16th count) placing right foot in 5th
back.

Raise right foot to 4th back (en Fair) and bend left knee

—

right arm to 1st front (1st count).

Pass right foot to 2nd (en Fair) straighten left knee. Right

|^ arm to 2nd (2nd count).

A—Pass right foot forward to 4th (en Fair) front, through 1st and back

to 2nd remaining (en Fair) (16 times).

B—Raise to ball of left foot and repeat to fast tempo (15 times).

This is called a Grand rond de jambe (INSIDE).
Finish

—

Grand battement in 2nd and place right foot in 5th front

lower right arm to 1st.

NO. 9

Repetition of Exercise No. 1 (See Music Book)

Prep.-

Prep.

—
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II.

PORT-DE-BRAS
(See Music Book)

The Port-de-Bras teaches the proper carriage and control not

only of the arms but of the head and body as well. The bending of

the knees and body which accompany the arm movements result

in a wonderful, soft BUT CONTROLLED grace.
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Port De Bras No. 1 (Page 8 Music Book)

This is a series of four different combinations of arm movements.

Intro.

—

On first chord of music remain in starting position.

foot in 5th front—arms in low 5th.

Note.—Right foot remains in 5th front throughout No. 1.

This port de bras is divided into two counts.

Right

(A)
8 bars

of

music

Finish

—

(B)
4% bars

of

music

Note.-

Repeat

(C)
4 bars

of

music

(D)
8y2 bars

of

music

Finish

—

1 bar
music

Repeat all

A—From low 5th raise both arms to 1st slightly swaying
body to left (on first count).

S B—Open arms to 2nd sway body slightly to right and look

over right shoulder (second count).

Repeat A and B 7 times to right only.

Raise arms to 3rd (left high) passing through low 5th, look

at left hand.

On 8th count

The next or B part of No. 1 is divided into three counts.

A—Swing arms to 4th right front and follow with eyes

(first count;.

B—Bring hands together in low 5th follow with eyes

(second count).

C—Raise arms to 3id (left high) follow with eyes (third

count)

.

Body remains erect throughout (back arched),

all (4 times) to right only.

Part C of No. 1 is divided into two counts.

A—Lower both arms to 5th passing left arm through 2nd,
follow with eyes and sway body to left (first count).

B—Raise both arms, through 1st, to high 5th, follow with
eyes and sway body to right, open hands quickly when
reaching high 5th (second count).

Repeat A and B 4 times to right only.

The following part de bras is divided into 8 counts. Lower
arms to low 5th passing through second (no music).

A—From low 5th, position left. Inscribe a circle with
both arms from left to right (counting 8) hands must
meet in low 5th on each 8th count—Sway body with
motion of right arm and follow with eyes.

Repeat A 4 times to right only.

f Open both arms in 2nd.

1 battement pointe with left and place left foot in 5th

I front. This reverses position of body.

of Port de Bras No. 1 to left, left foot in 5th front.

NO. II

Port De Bras (Page 9 Music Book)
This is a series of four combinations of arm movements.

A—Slide right foot to 4th front, both knees bent.

Intro, Both arms in low 5th, follow with eyes (first chord).

B—Straighten knees, raise arms to 3rd (left high).
Left foot 4th pointe back (second chord).
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Note.—Each part of series No. 2 is divided into four counts.

A—Bend knees both arms remaining in same position (first

count).

B—Straighten knees right foot 4th pointe front, swing arms

to 4th (right front) look over right shoulder at right

hand (second count).*

C—Bend knees, lower arms to low 5th, follow with eyes

(third count).

D—Straighten knees, left foot 4th pointe back, swing arms

to 3rd (left high) look at left hand (fourth count).

Repeat all 4 times to right only.

(A)

(B)
No intro.

—

r A—Bend knees, lower arms to 5th, follow with eyes (first

count).

B—Straighten knees right foot in 4 pointe front, raise arms
to 3rd. (Right high and in front of face, body inc. to

right look over right shoulder (second count).

C—Bend knees, lower arms to 5th, right arm passing

through 2nd, follow with eyes (third count).

D—Straighten knees left foot in 4th pointe back, raise

arms to 3rd (left high follow with eyes (fourth count).

Repeat all 4 times to right only.

(C)

A—Bend knees,, lower arms to 5th follow with eyes (first

count).

B—Straighten knees right foot in 4th pointe front—raise

arms to high 5th inclined body right (second count).

C—Bend knees, arms pass to low 5th (through 2nd) follow

with eyes (third count).

D—Straighten knees left foot 4th pointe back—raise arms
•(junoo irunoj) dn srared uado pue jsj oi

Repeat all 4 times to right only.

Lower arms to 5th—slide left foot 4th back left knee
straight right knee bent and both feet firmly on floor,

weight on right foot.

(D)

Raise arms to demi position left and inscribe a % circle

with both arms from left to right (very quick in 2

counts) hands must meet in low 5th on each 2nd
count. Sway body with motion of right arm and fol»

low with eyes.

Repeat 4 times to right only.

Finish-

3 bars

music

A—Straighten right knee and bring left foot to 5th back
arms to low 5th.

B—Arabesque to right (and hold to music).

C—On last chord of music lower arms to 5th and place
feet in 5th left foot front, which reverses position of

body.

Repeat all of No. II to left, left foot in 5th front.
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Ill,

CENTRE EXERCISES (REGULAR)
(See Music Book)

Centre exercises give the student equilibrium while executing

the bar exercises without the support of the bar*
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NO. 1

Grands Battements (No. 2 Music Book)

Prep.—Open arms in 2nd.

8 battements in 4th front.

8 battements in 2nd alternating front and back.

8 battements 4th back.

Finish—Lower arms to 5th

Repeat with left foot.

NO. 2

Battements (No. 4 Music Book)

Prep.—Open arms in 2nd.

16 battements in 2nd pointe alternating front and back (as at bar).

16 battements to fast tempo (as at bar).

Finish—Lower arms to 5th.

Repeat with left foot.

NO. 3

Ronds De Jambe Par Terre (No. 5 Music Book)

r A—Slide right foot to 4th pointe front, arms in demi
left body inclined slightly right, bend left knee (first

Prep.

—

count).

B—Slide right foot to 2nd pointe, arms to 2nd, body
straight and straighten left knee (second count).

Proceed as at bar with ronds de jambe par terre (outside) 16 times.

Proceed as at bar with ronds de jambe en l'air (outside) 15 times placing

right foot 5th front, arms in low 5th, on 16th count.

A—Slide right foot 4th pointe front, arms demi left body
inclined right bend left knee (first count).

B—Slide right foot 4th pointe back making half circle,

Finish

—

arms in 2nd palms down, body inclined left, left knee
remains bent (second count).

C— Slide right foot to 5th back, arms low 5th body erect,

left knee straightened (third count).

Prep.-

A—Slide right foot 4th pointe back, arms 1st body inclined

left, left knee bent (first count).

B—Slide right foot 2nd pointe, arms 2nd left knee
straightened (second count) body erect.

Proceed as at bar with ronds de jambe par terre INSIDE (16 times).

Proceed as at bar with ronds de jambe en Pair INSIDE (15 times)
placing right foot in 5th back, arms in low 5th on 16th count.

A—Slide right foot 4th pointe back, arms 1st, body inclined

left, bend left knee (first count).

B—Slide right foot 4th pointe front making half circle

Finish— ^ arms 2nd palms down, body inclined right. Left knee
remains bent (second count).

C—Slide right foot 5th front, arms low 5th, body erect

left Knee straighten and changement (third count).

Repeat all with left foot.
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NO. 4

Prep.

Finish-

Battements Sur Le Cou De Pieds (No. 6 Music Book)

( Place right foot on left ankle front, arms in 2nd (on 1st

count). Proceed as at bar 16 times finishing with right

L foot extended in 2nd en l'air).

Pass right foot to 4th en l'air back and bend right knee.

Raise right arm to high 5th left arm remains in 2nd body
inclined right.

Arch back and look up at right hand (hold with music).

(THIS POSITION IS CALLED AN ATTITUDE.)
Lower right foot to 5th back, arms to 5th.

NO. 5

Petits Battements (No. 7 Music Book)

Note.—These battements should be executed as fast as the ability of the

student will allow. They cannot be counted.

Place right foot on left ankle, arms 2nd. Proceed as at

bar, finishing Avith right foot on left ankle front arms
Prep.—

in low 5th.

A—Raise right foot to left knee, slowly, arms remain in

low 5th.

B—Pass right foot to 2nd (en Pair) turning body to left

and open arms in 2nd palms down, left knee straight

arch back and look at left hand— (hold to music).

(THIS POSITION IS CALLED AN ARABESQUE.)
Lower right foot to 5th front, arms to low 5th.

Repeat all with left foot.

Prep.-

NO. 6

Grands Ronds De Jambe (No. 8 Music Book)
A—Raise right foot 4th en Pair front, bend left knee.

Raise arms to 1st, body erect (first count).

B—Pass right foot 2nd (en l'air) arms in 2nd, straighten
left knee (second count) body erect.

Proceed as at bar (with rond de jambe OUTSIDE (16 times).

Repeat fast tempo (15 times).

Finish—Right foot in 5th back and lower arms to 5th (16th count).

A—Raise right foot 4th en l'air back, bend left knee arms
_, to 1st (first count).
Prep.—

I B—Pass right foot 2nd (en l'air) straighten left knee arms
I 2nd, body erect.

Proceed as at bar with rond de jambe INSIDE (16 times).

Repeat fast tempo (15 times).

Finish—right foot in 5th back and lower arms to 5th (16 count).

Repeat all with left foot.
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IV.

CENTRE EXERCISES (SIMPLE)
(See Music Book)

These exercises are a simplified form of the Regular Centre

Exercises and have been designed for the use of beginners. They

are given in connection with the Normal Course.
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NO. 1

Grands Battements (No. 2 Music Book)
Described under "Grands Battements" "Bar Exercises'

4

A—1 Grand battement 4th front.

1 Grand battement in 2nd finishing 5th front.

1 Grand battement in 2nd finishing 5th back.
1 Grand battement in 4th back.

Repeat 4 times alternating.

B—1 Grand battement 4th back.

1 Grand battement in 2nd finishing 5th back.
1 Grand battement in 2nd finishing 5th front.

1 Grand battement 4th front.

Repeat 4 times alternating.

Note.—Play music as written and repeat last 8 bars.

NO. 2
Battements (No. 4 Music Book)

Same as in "Bar Exercises."

A—A—16 battements (alternating left and right (traveling forward without
raising toe).

B—16 battements (alternating right and left traveling backward without
raising toe).

B—A—3 battements (raised), first front, start with left foot. Repeat 8 times
alternating (traveling forward).

B—3 battements (raised), first back, start with right foot. Repeat 8

times alternating (traveling backward).

NO. 3

Ronds De Jambe Par Terre (No. 5 Music Book)
Same as "Bar Exercises" (no preparation).

A—3 Ronds de Jambe par terre (inside) traveling forward starting left foot.

1 Rond de Jambe en l'aire finishing left front.

Repeat 4 times (alternating).

B—3 Ronds de Jambe par terre (outside) traveling backward starting right

foot.

1 Rond de Jambe en l'aire finishing right foot back.

Repeat 4 times (alternating).

NO. 4
Battements Sur Le Cou De Pieds (No. 6 Music Book)

Same as in "Bar Exercises" (no preparation.

A—4 battements sur le cou de pieds, start with left foot, first battement in

front, traveling forward, finishing in 5th left front.

Repeat 4 times (alternating).

B—4 battements sur le cou de pieds, start with right foot, first battement in

back, traveling backward finishing in 5th right foot front.

Repeat 4 times (alternating).

Note.—Omit first chord in music.
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NO. 5

Petits Battements (No. 7 Music Book)

Same as in "Bar Exercises."

Prep.—1 Glissade (sustained) to right and raise left foot to right ankle,

open arms in 2nd.

Pefifs baff. fast as possible to cover 4 bars music.

Repeat 4 times alternating and finish in arabesque to left, raising right

foot (hold to music).

Finish right foot in 5th front.

NO. 6

Grands Ronds De Jambe (No. 8 Music Book)

Same as in "Bar Exercises" (no preparation)

A—3 Grands ronds de jambe (INSIDE) traveling forward and starting with

left foot, finishing left foot front.

Repeat 4 times (alternating).

B—3 Grands ronds de jambe (OUTSIDE) traveling backward and starting

with right foot, finishing with right foot back.

Repeat 4 times alternating.

Note.—Omit first chords in music.
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V.

ADAGIO EXERCISES AND COMBINATIONS
(See Music Book)

The Adagio Exercises are designed to give the student poise or

control of the body.

As Sr. Mascagno, for the sake of variety, is constantly chang-

ing the combinations which form the adagio exercises it will be

practical to describe only a few of the fundamental combinations.
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Arabesque

There are several different kinds of arabesque—the difference being in

the position of the arms or inclination of the body. The position of the feet

remains invariably the same.

1st Arabesque.—Described as the finish of Centre Exercise Regular No. 5.

2nd Arabesque.—Same as first arabesque with exception of arms, which are

extended to 4th right front.

3rd Arabesque.—Same as second with exception of body which swings to

right instead of left as in the other two arabesques (the stationary foot

is always the one in front).

Attitude

Like the arabesque the attitude position varies only in the position of

the arms or inclination of the body. The position of the feet remains

the same.

1st Attitude.—Described in finish of No. 4 Centre Exercise Regular.

2nd Attitude.—Same as first attitude with exception of body which swings

to left instead of right and right palm is turned in instead of out, eyes

on left hand.

3rd Attitude.—Same as second with exception of left arm which is held in

1st position instead of 2nd.

Glissade

Glissade, (sustained) Plie and step to side in 2nd with right foot and bring
left foot up to right in 5th back, slightly dragging left foot on floor, arms
in demi left (two counts).

Glissade, (saute) is quicker and shorter than the glissade (sustained) and is

accomplished with a slight spring instead of the dragging of the left

foot (two counts).

Combination 1 (Waltz Tempo)

A—Place right foot in 4th pointe front both arms demi. Right knee straight,

body erect (first count).

B—Lift right foot to 4th raised pass to 1st attitude brushing floor in pass-

ing and arms passing through 1st (second count).

C—Lower right foot to 5th back, arms low 5th (third count).

(Alternate) as required.

Same combination may be used substituting arabesque for attitude.

Combination 2 (Waltz Tempo)

A and B same as in Combination 1.

C—Pass from 1st attitude to 3rd arabesque right arm passing through 1st

(hold) third count.

D—Lower right foot to 5th back, arms low 5th (fourth count).

Combination 3 (Page 12 Music Book)

A—1 Glissade right foot forward, and step into 1st arabesque (hold).
B—Lower left foot to 5th back, arms demi right (alternate).
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Combination 4 (Page 12 Music Book)

A—Glissade diag. back left foot and swing left foot forward 4th and step
into 2nd attitude (hold).

B—Lower right foot in 5th back, arms demi right.

Alternate.

Combination 5 (Page 12 Music Book)

A—Use Combination 3 with right foot (once).

B—Use Combination 4 with left foot (once).

Alternate.

Combination 6 (Page 12 Music Book)

A—2 Glissades (saute) forward right foot and step into 1st arabesque (hold).

B—Lower left foot to 5th back, arms demi right.

C—2 Glissades (saute) diag. back left foot and swing left foot forward to
4th and step into 2nd attitude.

D—Lower right foot to 5th back, arms demi right.

Alternate.

Developpe (Music 4-4 Tempo)

These adagio combinations with big plie in 5th are designed to give

strength to the various muscles of the back and waist line, as well as poise.

Plie in 5th (slowly) arms in low 5th (back arched)
(and up).

Eleve in 5th arms remain in low 5th (back arched)

Developpe in J (and down).

4th front Raise right foot to left knee arms to 1st.

Extend right foot (slowly) to 4th (raised) front and
open arms to 2nd.

Finish with right foot 5th front.

Developpe in

2nd

Developpe in

4th back

Plie in 5th slowly arms low 5th (back arched) (and up).

Eleve in 5th, arms remain in low 5th and down.

Raise right foot to left knee, arms to 1st.

to 2nd.

Extend right foot slowly to 2nd (raised) and open arms

Finish with right foot 5th front.

Plie in 5th slowly, arms low 5th (back arched) (and up).

Eleve in 5th (arms remain in low 5th) (and down).

Raise right foot to left knee, arms to 1st.

Pass right foot slowly to 4th (raised) back, and open
arms to 2nd.

Finish with right foot in 5th back.

Repeat all with left foot.
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B

Developpe with Incavation (Music 4-4 Tempo)

A—Developpe in 4th front (arms in 1st).

B—1 Incavation slowly opening arms to 2nd.

C—Lower right foot to 5th back, arms to low 5th.

^ Repeat with left foot.

A—Developpe in 4th back (arms in 1st).

B—1 Incavation slowly, opening arms to 2nd.

C—Lower right foot to 5th front arms to low 5th.

1 changement and repeat with left foot.
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VI.

ALLEGRO EXERCISES AND COMBINATIONS
(See Music Book)

The Allegro combinations give the student elevation and bril-

liancy.
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Changement

Feet in 5th right front, plie and jump toes stretched down landing with

position of feet reversed in 5th position.

Note.—In the execution of a changement particular care should be
taken to extend the toes down when jumping from floor.

The following series of changement is given the student a section at a

time, until the pupil is finally strong enough to take the full series in rota-

tion without a rest. This, however, is seldom accomplished except by advanced
pupils. The series is designed to strengthen the muscles of the back and
to aid in promoting elevation. It also serves the purpose of changing position

of feet and teaches the student to extend toes down when feet leave the floor.

Comb. 1.—8 changements (one at a time) bending the knees well (arms in

2nd).

Comb. 2.—2 small quick changements (in succession) 2 counts. 1 big

changement with big pliez (1 count).—3 counts.

Comb. 3.—2 big changements with big pliez (in succession) 2 counts. 3
small changements with big pliez (in succession) 3 counts.—5 counts.

Comb. 4.—8 big changements (in succession) 8 counts.

Comb. 5.—8 small changements (in succession) 8 counts.

Regular Assemble

A—From 5th back bring left foot out to 2nd (raised) (brushing floor) and
plie simultaneously.

B—Jump and place left foot in 5th front simultaneously.

The regular assemble may be executed ONE AT A TIME alternating and
moving forward and backward 8 times each. In travelling backward start

with right foot which is carried from the 5th front to 5th back and proceed
as in assemble forward.

The regular assemble is also executed forward and back alternating 8
times each IN SUCCESSION.

Note.—The Mascagno method of Technique divides the assemble into

three kinds.

THE REGULAR ASSEMBLE, which starts with the foot which is back
and always changes position of feet.

THE FRONT ASSEMBLE, which starts with foot in front and does

NOT change position of feet.

THE BACK ASSEMBLE, which starts with foot in back and does
NOT change position of feet.

A correct assemble is always accompanied by a brushing sound when
the foot passes to raised 2nd.

Comb. 1. 1 reg. assemble, 2 changements alternating forward and
backward.
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Comb. 2.

1 Glissade right (starting with right foot) (arms demi
left).

1 Rond de jambe (outside) (arms demi) left.

1 Glissade right (arms demi left).

1 Reg. assemble (arms demi right).

Repeat (alternating)

.

Jete

A—From 5th back, brush left foot out to raised 2nd and bend right knee

(simultaneously)

.

B—Jump and place left foot in 5th front, raising right foot to raised 5th back

(simultaneously)

.

Note.—As in the assemble, a correct jete must be accompanied by a

brushing of the foot when passing to 2nd.

The jete may be executed ONE AT A TIME, alternating 8 times and
traveling forward and back (arms in 2nd).

The jete may also be executed forward and back, alternating 8 times each

IN SUCCESSION (arms 2nd).

Comb. 1.

f 1 Glissade left and 1 jete.

1 Glissade right and 1 jete.

1 Glissade left and 3 jete.

Repeat forward and backward (arms in 2nd).

Jete en tournant, or Tour Jete is usually preceded by a pas de bourree.

It is a regular jete including a complete turn of the body in the air while

jumping from the floor.

Petite jete en tournant, is a jete en tournant executed quickly, in suc-

cession, which develops into a series of turns.

Temps—Eleve

Consists of a plie followed by a hop with one foot raised in any position

designated.

Comb. 1.

Comb. 2.

Comb. 3.

{

1 jete and 1 temps eleve (feet retaining same position)

alternate forward and backward 8 times (arms in

2nd).

2 jete, 1 back assemble and temps eleve (raising foot in

front and placing it back (alternating and traveling

forward 8 times) arms move from 2nd to attitude

position with temps eleve.

1 back assemble, 1 changement and temps eleve.

1 reg. assemble, 1 changement and temps eleve.

1 back assemble, 1 changement and temps eleve.

1 reg. assemble, 1 changement and temps eleve.

Note.—In Combination 3 the front foot passes back with each temps
eleve.
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Pas De Bourree

A PAS DE BOURREE ALWAYS CONSISTS OF THREE STEPS TO
ONE COUNT WHEN USED IN COMBINATION WITH OTHER FUNDA-
MENTALS.

Simple Pas de
Bourree (in three
counts) Traveling
FORWARD Arms

in 2nd.

Prep.—Bend right knee and extend left foot in raised 2nd,

A—Cross left foot to 5th front on ball of feet (first

count).

B—Step out to 2nd with right foot (second count).

C—Step to 5th front with left foot and extend right foot

in raised 2nd, left knee bent, body inclined to right

body inclined to left,

(third count).

Repeat (alternating).

Simple Pas de
Bourree (in three
counts) Traveling
BACKWARD
Arms in 2nd.

Pas de Bourree
CHANGE (in

three counts)
Traveling forward
Arms in 2nd.

Prep.—Bend left knee and extend right foot (which is

in front in raised 2nd, body inclined to left.

A—Cross right foot to 5th back on ball of feet (first

count)

.

B—Step to 2nd with left foot (second count).

C—Step to 5th back right foot—extend left foot in raised

2nd and bend right knee, body inclined to right

(third count).

Repeat (alternating).

Starting position—left foot 4th pointe back.

Prep.—Lift left foot and bend right knee.

A—Lower left foot in 4th back (first count).

B—Steps to 2nd right foot (second count).

C—Cross left foot in 5th front, lift right foot in raised

5th and bend left knee (third count).

Repeat ( alternating )

.

Pas de Basque
(GLIDING)

Pas De Basque (Three Counts)

A—Bend left knee and with circular gliding movement
step to 2nd with right foot (first count).

B—With gliding movement step with left foot to 4th front

and raise right heel (second count).
C—Step to 5th back right foot (third count).

Repeat, alternating, arms in 2nd throughout.

Pas de Basque
SAUTE

Starting position—4th left pointe back.

A—Step back on left foot and raise right foot (first count)

.

B—Step to 2nd, with right foot and raise left foot in high
4th, knees straight (second count).

C—Lower left foot to 4th and raise right heel (third

count).

Repeat, alternating, arms in 2nd throughout.
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Pas De Chat (Two Counts)

Prep.—Plie in starting position.

A—Jump with left foot extended in 2nd (first count).

B—Land with right foot in 4th front, both knees bent, left heel slightly

raised and look down over left shoulder, body well bent to left at waist

(second count).

Coupe (One Count)

The coupe is very similar to the assemble but finishes in 5th RAISED
either front or back. It does not change the position of the feet.

Ballone (Three Counts)

A—Coupe (finishing front) (first count).

B—Step to right with right foot (second count).

C—Place left foot in 5th back (third count).

Combination—Ballone (three) and one assemble (alternate).

Chasse (One Count)

Note.—In a chasse one foot appears to chase the other from one position

to another, hence the name chasse.

Starting Position—Elcve on right foot, left foot extended in 4th back, raised.

Lower left foot to 5th back and push right foot out to 4th front, right knee
bent.

Contra Temps (Three Counts) (Page 12 Music Book)
A—Chasse (back) arms in 2nd (first count).

B—Cross left foot in front of right in 4th, knees well bent.

Right heel raised, arms in demi position left and look down over right

shoulder (second count).

C—Pas de bourree to right finishing with pose—right foot in 2nd pointe. Left

hand raised in high 5th, right hand in 2nd, body inclined to left, look up
at left hand (third count).

Alternate.

Sisson (Two Counts)

Starting position—Plie in 5th, arms in 2nd.

A—Jump and simultaneously extend right foot to 2nd,

straighten knees (first count).

B—Finish in 5th right front, brushing floor with left

foot, knees well bent (travelling diag. back) (second
count)

.

Combination (1)—3 front sisson and 1 reg. assemble" left.

A—Jump and simultaneously extend left foot to 2nd,
straighten knees.

B—Finish in 5th, left back, brushing floor with right
I* foot, knees well bent (travelling diag. forward).

Note.—The Sisson is the direct opposite of the Assemble, the brush

of the foot coming at the finish instead of the beginning.

Combination (2)—Repeat Combination (1) substituting back sisson for front

sisson.
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Echappe (Saute)

A—Plie in starting position, jump from floor (both knees straight and

toes stretched down) and land in well opened 2nd, whole of both feet on

floor (knees bent) first count.

B—Jump and land in 5th left front (second count).

Note.—In a continuation of echappe the knees must be bent when land-

ing in 5th.

Comb.—2 changements and 1 echappe saute, alternate.

Series of Compliment and Courtesy

(See Music Book)

A—Step to right with right foot—courtesy and compliment with left hand-

right hand in 2nd alternate.

B—Step to right with right foot—courtesy and compliment with both hands

alternate.

C—Step to right with right foot—courtesy and compliment, right hand at

chin, left hand at right elbow, alternate (quick tempo).

D—Step right with right foot—courtesy lifting skirt with both hands, alter-

nate (quick tempo).

E—Step to right with right foot—courtesy slowly and very low, left knee
bent, right knee straight, arms open in 2nd.

F—5th position and bow the head, on final chord of music.

Courtesy

(As used in this series)

A—Step to 2nd with right foot (first count).

B—Draw left foot through 1st to 4th back, both knees bent, body bending
forward and down (second count).

C—Transfer entire weight to left foot and point right toe, straighten knees
(third count).

D—Transfer weight to right foot raising left heel remaining in 4th (fourth

count).

From this position one is prepared either to walk on, or to continue a
succession of courtesies.

Compliment
(As used in this series)

A—Pass arm designated, from 2nd through 1st, bending elbow and keeping
it well raised (placing hand at lips).

B—Straighten elbow extending arm to 1st and open the hand palm up (to

express offering).
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TOE WORK AND ITS PREPARATION

Questions regarding the proper age and training for toe work so fre-

quently arise that a few remarks on the subject may be of interest or

assistance.

To begin with, the age of the student has very little to do with the

matter. Strength built up by a proper and sufficient amount of technical

exercise is the main factor. Natural strength is of course a great asset, but

it has been proven beyond doubt that proper and persevering technical exer-

cise will invariably develop physical strength, as well as poise, carriage of the

body, correct use of legs, feet, arms and head so necessary to correct and

artistic interpretation.

A person naturally strong may be prepared for toe dancing in a shorter

time than one who is less strong.

EACH EXERCISE DESCRIBED IN THIS BOOK, IF EXECUTED AS
TAUGHT IN THE MASCAGNO SCHOOL, LAYS THE FOUNDATION FOR
FUTURE TOE DANCING, ACCOMPLISHED WITH PERFECT EASE.

An important exercise in preparation for toe dancing is the echappe fin-

ishing on the toes when in 2nd position, taking care that the knees are rigid

when on the toes. DO NOT JUMP TO 2ND, as in echappe saute.

The different pas de bourrees given under "Allegro Exercises" are splen-

did exercise for toe work.

Attitude and arabesque positions used in the different combinations may
be executed on the toe.

2 echappe.

Comb. 1 eleve raising left foot and placing in 5th front.

1 eleve raising right foot and placing in 5th front.

Alternate.

Note.—In the eleve position the left knee must be well bent and the

stationary foot is raised from the ball of the foot to the toe.

A continuous pas de bourree, on the ball of the foot, both knees rigid,

traveling in a large circle and keeping the same foot always in front is an

important exercise in preparation for toe dancing. It develops into the pas

de bourree on the toes traveling to right if right foot is in front and to the

left if the left foot is in front.
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Entrechat

Just as the terra pirouette includes all of the various kinds of turns

so does the word entrechat include the different forms cf beating, namely:

Entrechat-trois, entrechat-quatre, entrechat-trois-vole, entrechat-quatre-

vole, various forms of brise, sisson, cabriole, entrechat-six and different forms

of entrechat-sept. These are ordinarily the limit for most dancers.

The entrechat-huit has been accomplished by a few. At the present time

Sr. Mascagno is proud to
v

state that he is in full possession of the elevation

and brilliancy necessary for its accomplishment as he has demonstrated many

times at his various classes.

The petite battement (as at the bar) which can never be practised too

much, is the important factor in preparing for the entrechat.

Note.—The expression vole is used when a combination or step finishes

with the foot raised.

Pirouettes

The pirouette, in all of its various and brilliant varieties is one of the

remarkable features of the Mascagno School. The subject, however, can not

be treated here as the execution of the pirouette can be successfully explained

only when accompanied by actual demonstration.

The different kinds of turns such as: The petite tour, the ankle turn

inward and outward, the renverse inward and outward, the fuette, the

Pirouette in second position, various forms of eleve turns and many others are

treated very thoroughly at the school.
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